Monday 7 May 2012

"STRANGER DANGER"

Dear Parents

I have been made aware of a matter that I would like to bring to your attention. There has been a recent report at a local school that is regarded as suspicious.

Last Friday school students were approached by an "old" man in a white panel van. He is bald on top with grey hair on the sides and speaks with a "foreign accent". He was wearing an orange flouro vest, possibly with a logo with the letter C on it. He may have some missing teeth at the front.

Please be aware of this matter especially if your child travels by bus or walks home. It would be advisable that students walk together in groups or parents/carers meet students at bus stops.

Please discuss with your child the importance of Stranger Danger. Students child need to be alert, should always walk with a friend and always look out for one another.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Bronwyn Wilson
Principal